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Foreword

What is this book about?

The theme of this book is the allocation of n objects (or elements) into g categories
(or classes), discussed from several viewpoints. This approach can be traced back
to the early work of 24-year-old Ludwig Boltzmann in his first attempt to derive
Maxwell’s distribution of velocity for a perfect gas in probabilistic terms.

Chapter 2 explains how to describe the state of affairs in which for every object
listed ‘alphabetically’ or in a sampling order, its category is given. We can consider
the descriptions of Chapter 2 as facts (taking place or not), and events as propositions
(true or not) about facts (taking place or not). Not everything in the world is known,
and what remains is a set of possibilities. For this reason, in Chapter 3, we show how
events can be probabilized and we present the basic probability axioms and their
consequences. In Chapter 4, the results of the previous two chapters are rephrased
in the powerful language of random variables and stochastic processes.

Even if the problem of allocating n objects into g categories may seem trivial, it
turns out that many important problems in statistical physics and some problems in
economics and finance can be formulated and solved using the methods described
in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Indeed, the allocation problem is far from trivial. In fact,
in the language of the logical approach to probability, traced back to Johnson and,
mainly, to Carnap, the individual descriptions and the statistical descriptions are an
essential tool to represent possible worlds. A neglected paper written by Brillouin
showed that the celebrated Bose–Einstein, Fermi–Dirac and Maxwell–Boltzmann
distributions of statistical physics are nothing other than particular cases of the
one-parameter multivariate accommodation process, where bosons share the same
predictive probability as in Laplace’s succession rule. These are particular instances
of the generalized multivariate Pólya distribution studied in Chapter 5 as a sampling
distribution of the Pólya process. The Pólya process is an n-exchangeable stochastic
process, whose characterization leads us to discuss Pearson’s fundamental problem
of practical statistics, that is, given that a result of an experiment has been observed

ix
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x Foreword

r times out of m trials, what is the probability of observing the result in the next
(the (m + 1)th) trial?

Up to Chapter 5, we study the allocation of n objects into g categories either
as an accommodation process or as a sampling process. The index set of the finite
individual stochastic processes studied in Chapters 4 and 5 may represent either
the name of the objects or their order of appearance in a sampling procedure. In
other words, objects are classified once for all. If time enters and change becomes
possible, the simplest probabilistic description of n objects jumping within g cat-
egories as time goes by is given in terms of finite Markov chains, which are an
extension in several directions of the famous Ehrenfest urn model. This is the sub-
ject of Chapter 6. For the class of irreducible Markov chains, those chains in which
each state can be reached from any other state, there exists a unique invariant dis-
tribution, that is a probability distribution over the state space which is not affected
by the time evolution. If the Markov chain is also aperiodic, meaning that the initial
conditions are forgotten forever during time evolution, then the invariant distribu-
tion is also the equilibrium distribution. This means that, irrespective of the initial
conditions, in the long run, the chain is described by its invariant distribution, which
summarizes all the relevant statistical properties. Moreover, the ergodic problem of
statistical physics finds a complete solution in the theory of finite Markov chains.
For finite, aperiodic and irreducible Markov chains, time averages converge to
ensemble averages computed according to the invariant (and equilibrium) distri-
bution. Incidentally, in this framework, many out-of-equilibrium properties can be
derived. The Ehrenfest–Brillouin Markov chain of Chapter 7 encompasses many
useful models of physics, finance and economics. This is shown not only in Chapter
7, but also in Chapter 8, where a detailed review of some recent results of ours is
presented. These models describe a change of category as a sequence of an Ehren-
fest destruction (where an element is selected at random and removed from the
system) followed by a Brillouin creation (where an element re-accommodates in
the system according to a Pólya weight).

The Pólya distribution is the invariant and equilibrium distribution for the
Ehrenfest–Brillouin Markov chain. In Chapter 9, we study what happens to the
Pólya distribution and to the Ehrenfest–Brillouin process when the number of cat-
egories is not known in advance, or, what is equivalent, it is infinite. This naturally
leads to a discussion of models of herding (an element joins an existing cluster)
and innovation (an element decides to go alone and create a new cluster). If the
probability of innovation still depends on the number of elements present in the
system, the herding–innovation mechanism leads to the Ewens distribution for the
size of clusters. On the contrary, in Chapter 10, the more difficult case is consid-
ered in which the innovation probability is a constant, independent of the number
of elements in the system. The latter case leads to the Yule distribution of sizes
displaying a power-law behaviour.
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Foreword xi

One can always move from the probabilistic description of individuals to the
probabilistic description of occupation vectors to the probabilistic description of
the frequency of occupation vectors. This is particularly simple if the descriptions
have suitable symmetries. In Chapter 5, we show how to do that, for individual
descriptions whose sampling distribution is the Pólya distribution. Two methods
can be used, and both of them can be traced back to Boltzmann’s work: the exact
marginalization method and the approximate method of Lagrange multipliers lead-
ing to the most probable occupation vector. These methods are then used in the
subsequent chapters as they give quantities that can be compared either with the
results of Monte–Carlo simulations or with empirical data.

Throughout the book, we have worked with a finitary approach and we have tried
to avoid the use of the infinite additivity axiom of probability theory. Of course,
this is not always possible and the reader is warned that not all our derivations are
fully rigorous even if we hope they are essentially correct. In principle, this book
could be read with profit by anyone who masters elementary calculus. Integrals and
derivatives are seldom used, but limits do appear very often and always at the end of
calculations on finite systems. This procedure follows Boltzmann’s conviction that
the continuum is just a useful device to describe a world which is always finite and
discrete. This conviction is shared by E.T. Jaynes, according to whom, if one wishes
to use continuous quantities, one must provide the explicit limiting procedure from
the finite assumptions.

A final caveat is necessary. This is not a textbook on Monte Carlo simulations.
However, we do often use them and they are also included in solved exercises.
The reader already acquainted with Monte Carlo simulations should not find any
major difficulty in using the simulation programs written in R and listed in the
book, and even in improving them or spotting bugs and mistakes! For absolute
beginners, our advice is to try to run the code we have given in the book, while,
at the same time, trying to understand it. Moreover, this book is mainly concerned
with theoretical developments and it is not a textbook on statistics or econometrics,
even if, occasionally, the reader will find estimates of relevant quantities based on
empirical data. Much work and another volume would be necessary in order to
empirically corroborate or reject some of the models discussed below.

Cambridge legacy

We are particularly proud to publish this book with Cambridge University Press,
not only because we have been working with one of the best scientific publishers,
but also because Cambridge University has an important role in the flow of ideas
that led to the concepts dealt with in this book.

The interested reader will find more details in Chapter 1, and in the various
notes and remarks around Chapter 5 and Section 5.6 containing a proof, in the
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xii Foreword

spirit of Costantini’s original one, of what, perhaps too pompously, we called the
fundamental representation theorem for the Pólya process. As far as we know, both
W.E. Johnson and J.M. Keynes were fellows at King’s College in Cambridge and
both of them worked on problems strictly related to the subject of this book.

Johnson was among Keynes’ teachers and introduced the so-called postulate of
sufficientness, according to which the answer to the fundamental problem of prac-
tical statistics, that is, given r successes over m trials, the probability of observing a
success in the next experiment depends only on the number of previous successes
r and the size of the sample m.

How to use this book?

This book contains a collection of unpublished and published material includ-
ing lecture notes and scholarly papers. We have tried to arrange it in a textbook
form. The book is intended for advanced undergraduate students or for gradu-
ate students in quantitative natural and social sciences; in particular, we had in
mind physics students as well as economics students. Finally, applied mathe-
maticians working in the fields of probability and statistics could perhaps find
something useful and could easily spot mathematical mistakes. Incidentally,
we deeply appreciate feedback from readers. Ubaldo Garibaldi’s email address
is garibaldi@fisica.unige.it and Enrico Scalas can be reached at
enrico.scalas@mfn.unipmn.it.

Enrico Scalas trialled the material in Chapter 1, in Section 3.6, and parts of
Chapter 4 for an introductory short course (20 hours) on probability for economists
held for the first year of the International Doctoral Programme in Economics at
Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa, Italy in fall 2008. The feedback was
not negative. Section 3.6 contains the standard material used by Enrico for the proba-
bility part of a short (24 hours) introduction to probability and statistics for first-year
material science students of the University of Eastern Piedmont in Novara, Italy.
Finally, most of Chapters 4, 5 and 8 were used for a three-month course on stochas-
tic processes in physics and economics taught by Enrico to advanced undergraduate
physics students of the University of Eastern Piedmont in Alessandria, Italy. This
means that the material in this book can be adapted to several different courses.

However, a typical one-semester econophysics course for advanced undergrad-
uate students of physics who have already been exposed to elementary probability
theory could include Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and selected topics from the last chapters.
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